Abstract. In this paper we show how to convert a statistically binding but computationally concealing quantum bit commitment scheme into a computationally binding but statistically concealing qbc scheme. For a security parameter n, the construction of the statistically concealing scheme requires O(n 2 ) executions of the statistically binding scheme. As a consequence, statistically concealing but computationally binding quantum bit commitments can be based upon any family of quantum one-way functions. Such a construction is not known to exist in the classical world.
Introduction
Finding the weakest computational assumptions from which the basic cryptographic primitives can be based upon is important for the theoretical foundations of cryptography. Protocols for secure 2-party computations are usually built from two basic and fundamental cryptographic primitives: Bit commitment and oblivious transfer. Classically, one-way functions are necessary and sufficient for secure bit commitment but not for oblivious transfer unless a major breakthrough is achieved in complexity theory [10, 12] . This suggests that in classical cryptography, bit commitment is a weaker primitive than oblivious transfer. Bit commitments come in two main flavors: binding but computationally concealing and concealing but computationally binding. Informally, binding means that whatever the committer does, it is impossible to open both 0 and 1 with non-negligible probability of success (this is sometimes called statistically binding). Concealing means that the receiver cannot obtain more than a negligible amount of information about the committed bit (i.e. statistically concealing). The weakest known computational assumption from which bit commitment can be based upon depends on its flavor. Binding but computationally concealing bit commitments can be based upon any one-way function [17, 11, 7] . On the other hand, the weakest known assumption for concealing but computationally binding commitments is the existence of one-way permutations [18] . It seems that in the classical world, concealing commitments are more difficult to achieve than binding ones. The two flavors allow for different cryptographic applications. For example, computational zero-knowledge proofs [8, 9] can be constructed from binding commitments whereas perfect zero-knowledge arguments [4] use concealing commitments.
In quantum cryptography, computational assumptions are also required for bit commitment and oblivious transfer [15, 16, 14] . The standard computational assumptions for the quantum case are defined as in the classical case except that they must resist quantum inverters. A quantum one-way function is simply a classical function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} l(n) for which given any x ∈ {0, 1} n , f (x) can be efficiently computed by a quantum computer but finding x ∈ f −1 (y) given y := f (x), (when x ∈ R {0, 1} n ) is hard. In [6] , a concealing quantum bit commitment scheme is built from any quantum one-way permutation. The resulting scheme, although improving the communication complexity of the known classical protocols, requires the same kind of assumption as in the classical case. In this paper, we show that the computational assumption for concealing quantum bit commitment schemes can be weakened compared to its classical counterpart. Our construction relies upon the qot protocol for quantum 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer of Crépeau [5] . The qot protocol can be seen as a construction of quantum oblivious transfer from a black-box for bit commitment [5, 19] . Therefore and unlike the classical case, there exists a black-box reduction of quantum oblivious transfer to bit commitment.
Our main contribution consists in showing how any statistically binding quantum bit commitment scheme can be transformed into a statistically concealing one. The construction is obtained by using the qot protocol together with statistically binding but otherwise computationally concealing commitments (these commitments will be called initial commitments in the following). Using the qot protocol that way, we construct a simple quantum commitment scheme that we show statistically concealing and computationally binding. The construction converts the flavor of the initial commitments after calling them O(n 2 ) times for n a security parameter. As a byproduct, we show that the qot protocol is an oblivious transfer that statistically hides one out of the two bits sent and computationally conceals the receiver's selection bit whenever it is used together with statistically binding but computationally concealing commitments instead of perfect commitments given as black-boxes. This extends the security result for the qot protocol of [5, 19] to the computational case. Our reduction of an adversary for the binding condition of the resulting commitment scheme to an adversary for the concealing condition of the initial commitment is expected polynomial-time black-box. Although quantum information has peculiar behaviors adding complexity to the security proofs of cryptographic protocols, we shall see that using quantum oblivious transfer as a primitive allows to return to an essentially classical situation. This might be of independent interest for the construction and analysis of complex quantum protocols.
One consequence of our result is that statistically concealing but computationally binding quantum commitment scheme can be based upon any quantum one-way function using Naor's construction [17] from pseudo-random bit generators. Only the ability to send and receive BB84 [1] qubits is required in order to get the new flavor. The scheme can therefore be implemented using current technology. Our result gives more evidences that computational security in 2-party quantum cryptography enjoys different properties than its classical counterpart.
Paper's Organization. We introduce tools and definitions in Sect. 2. The protocol by which the flavor of an originally binding but computationally concealing commitment is transformed into a concealing but computationally binding commitment is described in Sect. 3. The security proof of our construction is given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. In Sect. 4, we show that the resulting commitment is computationally binding if the original one was computationally concealing. We then prove in Sect. 5 that if the initial commitment scheme is binding then the resulting one is concealing. We finally conclude in Sect. 6.
Preliminaries

Tools
Let X ∼ B(p) be a Bernoulli random variable with probability of success p (when X = 1). The following simple argument will be useful:
The result also holds without the absolute values. Later, we shall be given X without the values of the p i 's but only circuits (quantum or classical) R i for sampling in each X i ∈ X (i.e. P (R i = 0) = p i ) and a guarantee that (1) holds for some k. In this scenario, we shall need an algorithm for estimating the p i 's and one for finding k that satisfies a drop similar to (1).
Estimating the p i 's. Let R be a circuit for sampling in B(p) where p = q+ 1 p(n) , 0 ≤ q < 1 is a known constant, and p(n) is a positive polynomial. It is easy to devise an algorithm LowBound(R, q, n) that satisfies (see [13] for the proof and the algorithm):
be a family of Bernoulli distributions with unknown parameters 0 ≤ p i ≤ 1 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m and such that
We would like to find κ that exhibits a polynomial drop p κ − p κ+1 similar to p k * − p k * . It is not difficult to find an algorithm FindDrop that finds κ (using the sampling circuit S as a black-box) such that (see [13] for the proof and the algorithm):
(n) except with negligible probability 2 −αn , α > 0 and after calling S at most O(m 2 np(n) 2 ) times.
Notations and Model of Computation
For simplicity, we shall often drop the security parameters associated with protocol executions. When protocols and adversaries are modeled as circuits they should be understood as infinite families of circuits, one circuit for each possible values of the security parameters. We write poly(n) for the set of all positive polynomials. Let H n denote a n-dimensional Hilbert space, that is a complete inner product vector space over the complex numbers. The basis {|0 , |1 } denotes the computational or rectilinear or "+" basis for H 2 . When the context requires, we write |b + to denote the bit b in the rectilinear basis. The diagonal basis, denoted "×", is defined as {|0 × , |1 × } where
(|0 − |1 ). The states |0 , |1 , |0 × and |1 × are the four BB84 states. For any x ∈ {0, 1} n and θ ∈ {+, ×} n , the state |x θ is defined as ⊗ We model quantum algorithms by quantum circuits built out of a universal set of quantum gates UG = {CNot, H, R Q }, where CNot denotes the controllednot, H the one qubit Hadamard gate, and R Q is an arbitrary one qubit non-trivial rotation specified by a matrix containing only rational numbers [2] . The timecomplexity of a quantum circuit C is the number of elementary gates C U G in C. In addition to the set of gates UG, a quantum circuit is allowed to perform one kind of von Neumann measurement: M + = {P 
† where † denotes the transposed-complex conjugate operator. The Hadamard gate H is sufficient to
n and β ∈ {+, ×} n we write P A 2-party quantum protocol is a pair of interactive quantum circuits (A, B) applied to some initial product state |x A A ⊗ |x B B representing A's and B's inputs to the protocol neglecting to write explicitly the states of A's and B's registers that do not encode their respective input to the protocol (thus all in initial states |0 ). Also, we shall often write |x A A |x B B for the product state without explicitly writing the tensor product ⊗. Since communication takes place between A and B, the complete circuit representing one protocol execution may have quantum gates in A and B acting upon the same quantum registers. We write A B for the complete quantum circuit when A is interacting with B. The final composite state |Ψ f inal obtained after the execution is then written as
Cryptographic Primitives
The two relevant quantum primitives we shall use heavily in the following are quantum bit commitment and quantum oblivious transfer. They are defined as straightforward quantum generalizations of their classical counterparts.
Quantum Bit Commitment A quantum bit commitment scheme is defined by two quantum protocols (( probability at least s 1 (n) will be called a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversary against the binding condition. We define the concealing and binding criteria similarly to [6] :
(computationally) binding: There exists no positive polynomial p(n) and quantum (s 0 (n),
for n sufficiently large. The scheme is computationally binding if we add the restriction that Ã U G ∈ poly(n). (computationally) concealing: For every interactive quantum circuitC B for the committing stage, all quantum circuits LB acting only upoñ B's registers, all positive polynomials p(n) and n sufficiently large,
where the probabilities are taken over b ∈ R {0, 1}. The scheme is computationally concealing if we add the restriction CB U G + LB U G ∈ poly(n).
Note that the concealing and binding conditions are statistical not perfect.
Quantum Oblivious Transfer A 1-2 quantum oblivious transfer protocol [5] involves a sender Alice holding input bits (b 0 , b 1 ) and a receiver Bob holding input c ∈ {0, 1}. Alice sends (b 0 , b 1 ) to Bob in such a way that Bob receives only b c and Alice does not get to know c. The receiver must not be able to find b c for at at least one c ∈ {0, 1} and even given b c . More precisely, a protocol (A, B) for 1-2 quantum oblivious is such that
A |c B allows Bob to recover b c from applying M + upon one of his registers. A protocol for 1-2 quantum oblivious transfer is (computationally) secure if it is both (computationally) secure against the sender: For every quantum sender A, all quantum circuit LÃ acting only onÃ's registers, all positive polynomials p(n) and n sufficiently large, P LÃ((Ã B)|00
where the probabilities are taken over c ∈ R {0, 1}. The security is computational if we add the restriction LÃ U G + Ã U G ∈ poly(n). (computationally) secure against the receiver: For every quantum receiverB, all quantum circuits LB acting only onB's registers, all positive polynomials p(n) and n sufficiently large, there exists a random variable c with possible outcome 0 or 1 depending on (A B )|b 0 b 1
where the probabilities are taken over b 0 , b 1 ∈ R {0, 1}. The security is computational if we add the restriction B U G + LB U G ∈ poly(n).
As for bit commitment, the security is statistical not perfect.
The protocols
In this section, we first describe the qot protocol of [5] for 1-2 oblivious transfer. Then, we describe a simple quantum bit commitment scheme qbc, using qot as a sub-protocol, that transforms any binding bit commitment scheme into a concealing one. Throughout this paper, we assume for simplicity that quantum transmission is error-free.
QOT Protocol
The qot protocol [5] is based upon the BB84 quantum coding scheme [1] . If the receiver (Bob) of a random BB84 qubit |s β , s ∈ R {0, 1}, β ∈ R {+, ×} measures it in basisβ ∈ R {+, ×} upon reception, then a noisy classical communication of bit s from Alice to Bob is implemented. Moreover, if later on Alice announces β, then Bob knows that he received s whenever β =β and an uncorrelated bit whenever β =β. The qot protocol amplifies this process in order to get a secure 1-2 oblivious transfer. In order to ensure that Bob measures the BB84 qubits upon reception, bit commitments are used. Bob commits upon each measurement basis 1 and measurement outcome right after the quantum transmission. Alice then verifies in random positions that Bob has really measured the transmitted qubits by testing that whenever β =β then Bob's classical outcome r ∈ {0, 1} is such that r = s.
In the following, we assume that Alice and Bob have access to some bit commitment scheme BBC in order for Bob to commit upon the measurement bases of the received qubits together with the outcomes. Since the two commitments are made together, we write BBC(x, y) where x ∈ {+, ×} and y ∈ {0, 1} for the commitments of both the measurement basis and the measurement outcome. BBC may be given as a black-box for bit commitment or may be provided from some computational assumption. We denote by Open-BBC(x, y) the opening stage of BBC(x, y). Protocol qot(b 0 , b 1 )(c) achieves the oblivious transfer of bit b c .
-Alice picks si ∈R {0, 1}, βi ∈R {+, ×} -Alice sends to Bob a qubit πi in state |si β i -Bob picks a basisβi ∈R {+, ×}, measures πi in basisβi, and obtains the outcome ri ∈ {0, 1} 2: For 1 ≤ i ≤ n -Bob runs BBC(βi, ri) and BBC(βn+i, rn+i) with Alice -Alice picks fi ∈R {0, 1} and announces it to Bob -Bob runs Open-BBC(β nf i +i , r nf i +i ) -Alice verifies that β nf i +i =β nf i +i ⇒ s nf i +i = r nf i +i , otherwise she rejects the current execution -if fi = 0 then Alice sets βi ← βn+i and si ← sn+i and Bob setsβi ←βn+i and ri ← rn+i Known Security Results. The correctness and the security of the qot protocol against the sender (Alice) has been reduced to the concealing property of BBC in [5] . The security against the receiver (Bob) has been provided by Yao in [19] given the commitment scheme BBC is perfectly binding. That is, given BBC is a perfect black-box for bit commitment then qot is secure against any dishonest Bob irrespectively of his computing power.
QBC Protocol using QOT
Given a binding but computationally concealing bit commitment scheme BBC in qot the following simple commitment scheme will be shown concealing and computationally binding.
• Alice and Bob execute qot(a0j, a1j)(cj) and Bob receives the result dj
2: qbc-open(b)
• Alice announces b • For 1 ≤ j ≤ n • Alice announces a0j and a1j
• Bob verifies that b = a0j ⊕ a1j and dj = ac j j A commitment to bit b is done by sending through 1-2 oblivious transfers n pairs of bits {(a 0j , a 1j )} n j=1 such that a 0j ⊕ a 1j = b. The concealing condition relies on the security of qot against a malicious receiver and the binding condition relies on the security against a malicious sender. Intuitively, qbc appears concealing since for 1 ≤ j ≤ n Bob cannot obtain information on more than one of the two bits (a 0j , a 1j ) input in the j-th qot and so, cannot determine b = a 0j ⊕a 1j . Similarly, qbc should be binding since for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n Alice needs to change the bit ad j j not selected by Bob in order to change her commitment.
More Notations. In the following we shall have to identify the variables generated during all calls to qot in qbc. For that purpose, we use the following notation:
-π j i is the i-th qubit sent in the j-th call to qot in qbc. We denote by bold lowercases the values for all executions at one glance: β = {β = (a 0 , a 1 ) = (a 01 , a 11 ), (a 02 , a 12 ) , . . . , (a 0n , a 1n ) ∈ {0, 1} 
The Binding Condition
In the following section, we show that qbc is secure against any Alice (the sender) who cannot break the concealing condition of the initial commitment scheme BBC. BBC is used in the calls to qot in order for Bob to commit on his measurements and outcomes.
Simplified Version of qot. In our analysis of the binding condition of qbc, we shall assume that the opening of half of the commitments in step 2 of qot doesn't occur. The opening of the commitments allows Alice to make sure that Bob measured the qubits received in qot upon reception. This test is not relevant to the binding condition of qbc.
-Bob runs BBC(βi, ri) and BBC(βn+i, rn+i) with Alice -Alice picks fi ∈R {0, 1} and announces it to Bob -if fi = 0 then Alice sets βi ← βn+i and si ← sn+i and Bob setsβi ←βn+i and ri ← rn+i 3-6: ...as steps 3 to 6 in protocol 2.
We omit the proof of the following simple lemma:
Lemma 3. If qot * is secure against the sender then qot is secure against the sender.
Throughout Sect. 4, we shall assume implicitely calls to qot * in qbc instead of calls to qot. This simplifies the analysis and according to Lemma 3, it can be done without loss of generality.
How to Prove the Binding Condition
In order to show that qbc is computationally binding, we introduce intermediary protocols that will allow us to bridge the security of qbc with the known security of qot given black-boxes for bit commitments. Let's consider the following four modified protocols: u-qot: Protocol qot except that in step 2, Bob commits to random values. In other words, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Bob runs BBC(u 0i , u 1i ) and BBC(u 2i , u 3i ) with u 0i , u 2i ∈ R {+, ×} and u 1i , u 3i ∈ R {0, 1}. m-qot: The same as u-qot but a third party named Carl, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, intercepts the i-th qubit π i sent by Alice in step 1, measures in basis β i (announced by Alice in step 3) and sends the resulting state to Bob. u-qbc: Protocol qbc using u-qot. m-qbc: Protocol qbc using m-qot.
The security against any dishonest sender in u-qot and m-qot is a direct consequence of the analysis in [5] . Since the commitments upon measurements do not carry any information about Bob's measurement, Alice cannot obtain any information about his selection bit c. The security is information-theoretic, no complexity assumption on Alice's computing power is required.
We reduce the security of the binding condition of qbc to the security of the concealing condition of BBC in two steps:
1. Using Lemmas 4 and 5, we conclude in Lemma 6 that u-qbc is binding.
The modified protocol m-qbc is used for reducing the security of u-qbc to the security of u-qot. Carl's presence allows one to reduce the analysis to an essentially classical argument which becomes simpler than working from u-qbc directly. 2. Theorem 1 establishes the desired result using the fact that an adversary for the binding condition of qbc cannot be an adversary of u-qbc (Lemma 6). It is shown how to construct an adversary for the concealing condition of BBC given an adversary for the binding condition of qbc.
U-QBC is binding
In this section, we show that u-qbc is binding (Lemma 6) using Lemmas 4 and 5 as intermediary steps. First, we show that an adversary against the binding condition of u-qbc can be transformed into an adversary against the binding condition of m-qbc.
Lemma 4.
If there exists a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversaryÃ against the binding condition of u-qbc there also exists a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversary A * against the binding condition of m-qbc.
Proof. We observe first thatÃ's announcement of β at step 3 of u-qot commutes with step 2. That is, since only commitments to random values are received,Ã can determine β without Bob's commitments. Moreover,Ã could simulate the commitments on her own and then determine β before the qubits are sent to Bob at step 1. Let A * be the quantum adversary that does that. IfÃ provides a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-advantage in u-qbc then so it is for A * . We now show that A * is also an adversary for the binding condition of m-qbc.
Now assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that, Bob in uqbc or Bob and Carl in m-qbc wait until after Alice announces a = (a 0 , a 1 ) before measuring all qubits received. It is easy to verify that this can always be done since nothing in the committing stage of u-qbc or m-qbc relies on those measurements' outcomes (i.e. since the commitments are made to random values). Clearly, postponing measurements do not influence Alice's probability of success at the opening stage.
Let V = (β, J ,b 0 ,b 1 , c, a) be the partial view in u-qbc or in m-qbc up to Alice's announcement of a (and b since for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, a j0 ⊕ a j1 = b) in the opening stage. Let V U and V M be the random variable for the partial view in u-qbc and m-qbc respectively. By construction we have that for all V = (β, J ,b 0 ,b 1 , c, a) , p(V ) = P (V U = V ) = P (V M = V ). Moreover, we have that for all partial views V , the joint states |Ψ U (V ) for u-qbc and 
since the only difference between u-qbc and m-qbc is that in the former case both Carl and Bob measure the qubits in positions in J c with the same measurement M test (this is why we have Q (2)). Carl's measurements for positions in J c are irrelevant to the success probability. The result follows.
Next, we reduce the binding condition of m-qbc to the security against the sender in m-qot. We show that from any successful adversary against the binding condition of m-qbc one can construct an adversary able to extract non-negligible information about Bob's selection bit in m-qot. Carl's measurements in m-qbc allows one to use a classical argument for most of the reduction thus simplifying the proof that u-qbc is binding.
Lemma 5.
If there exists a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversaryÃ = (CÃ, OÃ) against the binding condition of m-qbc with s 0 (n) + s 1 (n) ≥ 1 + 1 p(n) for some positive polynomial p(n), then there also exists a cheating sender A * for m-qot.
Proof. Let a j0 and a j1 be the two input bits for the j-th call to m-qot computed according to Carl's outcomesr. Let V be the random variable for the joint view (a, a , d, c) for an execution of the committing and the opening stages of mqbc betweenÃ and an honest receiver B and whereÃ is opening a random bit b ∈ R {0, 1}. Without loss of generality, we assume the announcements made bỹ A to be consistent, that is a 0i ⊕a 1i = b for 1 ≤ i ≤ n when she opens bit b. Given V = (a, a , d, c), we define the ordered set S(V ) = {j|a j0 ⊕ a j1 = a j0 ⊕ a j1 } ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of calls to m-qot for which given view V Alice's announcement of a disagree with Carl's outcomes a . Given the ordered set S(V ) = {σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ s }, let X j (V ) ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ j ≤ s be defined as given that V always describes a consistent opening. We easily get that
Since x∈{0,1} 
(n) and we conclude by an hybrid argument that there exist 1 ≤ k * ≤ ρ such that
Note thatŷ k * andŷ k * −1 differs only by the bit in position r k * where they respectively have a 1 and a 0.
A * usesÃ and B = (C B , O B ) in the following way: after choosing h ∈ R {1, . . . , n}, it makesÃ interact with a simulated honest receiver B for m-qbc except for the h-th execution of m-qot for whichÃ interacts with the targeted receiver for m-qot. Let V = (a, a , d, c) be the view generated during the execution. Given A * 's view, algorithm L A * produces a guessc for Bob's selection bit c = c h in m-qot as follows:
1} is defined such that a hc = a hc (which necessarily exists since h ∈ S(V )), -Otherwise,c ∈ R {0, 1}.
Let T (V ) be the event of a successful test in the previous computation. Since independently |S(V )| ≥ n 2 with probability at least 1 2 , h = σ r k * with probability 1 n , and ∀i ∈ 1, . . . ,
Given T (V ), the guessc is the only value for Bob's selection bit c that would lead to X(V ) =ŷ k * instead of X(V ) =ŷ k * −1 (the two strings are the only possible given T (V )). We get that
It follows that (A * , L A * ) is a cheating sender for m-qot since
Using Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 together with the fact that m-qot is unconditionally secure against the sender [5] , we get the desired result:
Lemma 6. Protocol u-qbc is binding.
As we shall see next, Lemma 6 helps a great deal in proving that qbc is computationally binding.
QBC is Binding when BBC is Concealing
In the following, we conclude that qbc is computationally binding whenever BBC is computationally concealing. We use the fact that u-qbc is binding (Lemma 6) in order to use any adversary against the binding condition of qbc as a distinguisher between random (u-qbc) and real (qbc) commitments for some hybrids between u-qbc and qbc.
Theorem 1.
If there exists a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversaryÃ = (CÃ, OÃ) against the binding condition of qbc with s 0 (n) + s 1 (n) ≥ 1 + 1 p(n) for a positive polynomial p(n), then there exists a quantum receiver CB in BBC and a quantum algo-
) whenever b ∈ R {0, 1} and where CB callsÃ an expected O(n 5 p(n) 2 ) times.
Proof. Let B = (C B , O B ) be the circuits for the honest receiver in qbc and let A be an honest committer in BBC. GivenÃ, we construct a receiver CB in BBC from which a bias for A's committed bit can be extracted. Remember that the only difference between u-qbc and qbc is that a honest receiver commits to random bits instead of his measurements and outcomes. There are 4n calls to Commit-BBC per qot (u-qot) for a total of 4n 2 during the committing stage of qbc (u-qbc). Let's note as significant the committed bits specified by the protocol qot (to measurements and outcomes) and as random the ones specified by the protocol u-qot (to random bits). We describe hybrids in between qbc and u-qbc by letting the number of significant and random commitments vary. Let qbc k be protocol qbc but where the first k commitments out of 4n 2 are made to random values. We have that u-qbc ≡ qbc 4n 2 is binding whereas A is a (s 0 (n), s 1 (n))-adversary for the binding condition of qbc 0 ≡ qbc. Let s k b (n) be the probability thatÃ succeeds when opening b ∈ {0, 1} in qbc
and from Lemma 6,ŝ
where e(n) > p(n) for all p(n) ∈ poly(n) and n sufficiently large. By the hybrid argument, there exists 0 ≤ k * ≤ 4n 2 − 1 such that for n sufficiently large,
Hence,
i=0 is a family of Bernoulli distributions that satisfies the condition of Lemma 2. The sampling circuit S is easy to construct givenÃ and B. Upon classical input |l for 0 ≤ l ≤ 4n 2 , S runsÃ and B except that the first l commitments sent from B toÃ (using BBC) are made to random values instead of the measurementsβ and the outcomes r.Ã then opens a random bit b ∈ R {0, 1}. If B accepts the opening of b then S(|l ) = 1 otherwise it returns S(|l ) = 0. Circuit S is therefore a sampling circuit for
We now construct the adversary CB for the concealing condition of BBC givenÃ. In order to use algorithm FindDrop (defined in Sect. 2.1), CB must first determine a lower bound 1 p (n) for the drop 1 9n 2 p(n) . This is done by finding a lower boundp(n) for 1 2p(n) and then setting p (n) = 5n 2 p(n) . CB computesp(n) = LowBound(S 0 , 1 2 , n) (defined in Sect. 2.1) where S 0 is the circuit S with the input bits fixed to |0 . From Lemma 1, LowBound returnsp(n) such that
(n) except with negligible probability and after an expected O(n 5 p(n) 2 ) calls to S 0 . Now CB can use FindDrop(S, 1 p (n) , n) with the family of distributions
i=0 which exhibits a drop 1 p (n) except with negligible probability. From Lemma 2, CB gets 0 ≤ κ ≤ 4n
2 − 1 such that
except with negligible probability. The value of κ is obtained after calling S (including the calls to S 0 in LowBound) an expected O(n 5 p(n) 2 ) times. CB then uses κ for attacking the concealing condition of BBC in the following way: It makesÃ and B interact (whereÃ opens b ∈ R {0, 1}) as in qbc κ+1 except that the (κ + 1)-th random commitment is provided by the committer A in BBC. Let b ∈ {0, 1} be the bit committed by A. Let V be the random variable for the view generated during the interaction betweenÃ and B whenÃ opens the random bit. Let c κ+1 (V ) ∈ {0, 1} be the bit that B would have committed if the (κ + 1)-th commitment was significant. The distinguisher LB (which is classical given the view V ) returns the guessb for b the following way:
be the set of views for qbc κ+1 resulting in a successful opening and let G be the set of values κ for which (9) holds. We haveŝ
ok |c κ+1 (V ) = b which, using (9), leads to
.
Since we also have P V ∈ V κ+1 ok
Since P b = b ≥ P (κ ∈ G) P b = b|κ ∈ G and P (κ ∈ G) ≥ 1 − 2 −αn , α > 0 (Lemma 1) we finally get that (CB, LB) is an adversary for the concealing condition of BBC providing a bias in Ω(
The Concealing Condition
We now reduce the concealing condition of qbc to the security of qot against a malicious receiver.
Lemma 7.
If there exists a quantum circuit CB for the receiver in Commit-qbc and a quantum algorithm LB acting only onB's registers such that
for some positive polynomial p(n) and an honest committing circuit C A for b ∈ R {0, 1}, then there also exists a cheating receiver (B * , L B * ) for qot.
Proof. For the receiver CB and C A described in the statement, we have
Let's define a modification of an honest committing circuit for qbc, noted CÃ, which is the same as C A but takes a stringf ∈ {0, 1} n instead of a bit b and sends in the i-th call to qot the bits a 0i ∈ R {0, 1} and a 1i = a 0i ⊕f i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The circuit C A with input b is equivalent to CÃ with input b n . Once again, by an hybrid argument, there exists 1 ≤ k * ≤ n such that for P LB((CÃ CB)|1
With such value k * , B * cheats an honest sender A for qot(e 0 , e 1 )(0) in the following way: it makes CB interact with CÃ with input (1
Commit-qbc except for the k * -th call to qot where it makes CB interact with the targeted sender A with inputs e 0 , e 1 ∈ R {0, 1}. Then, knowing e c for c ∈ {0, 1}, we take the output of LB, b say, and compute a guess e c ⊕ b for ec. where the probabilities are taken over e 0 , e 1 ∈ R {0, 1}. From Yao's result [19] and Lemma 7 it is straightforward to conclude that qbc is concealing.
Conclusion and Open Questions
Having shown in Theorem 1, that a computationally concealing BBC results in a computationally binding qbc and, from Lemma 7 together with Yao's result [19] , that no adversary against the concealing condition of qbc exists, we conclude with our main result: Theorem 2. If BBC is binding and computationally concealing then qbc is concealing and computationally binding.
For security parameter n, the reduction of an adversary (CB n , LB n ) for the concealing condition of BBC to an adversaryÃ n for the binding condition of qbc is expected polynomial-time black-box. The adversary {(CB n , LB n )} n>0 is a uniform family of quantum circuits whenever {Ã n } n>0 is uniform. It is an interesting open problem to find an exact polynomial-time black-box reduction.
One consequence of Theorem 2 is that concealing commitment schemes can be built from any quantum one-way function. We first observe that Naor's commitment scheme [17] is also secure against the quantum computer if the pseudorandom bit generator (PRBG) it is based upon is secure against the quantum computer. This follows from the fact that any quantum circuit able to distinguish between commitments to 0 and 1 is also able to distinguish a truly random sequence from a pseudo-random one. To complete the argument, we must make sure that given a quantum one-way function one can construct a PRBG resistant to quantum distinguishers. A tedious but not difficult exercise allows to verify that the classical construction of [11] results in a PRBG secure against quantum distinguishers given it is built from quantum one-way functions. We get the following corollary which is not known to hold in the classical case: Corollary 1. Both binding but computationally concealing and concealing but computationally binding quantum bit commitments can be constructed from quantum one-way functions.
It would be interesting to find a concealing quantum bit commitment scheme directly constructed from one-way functions which improves the complexity of our construction. Is it possible to find a non-interactive concealing commitment scheme from the same complexity assumption or are such constructions inherently interactive? It is also unclear whether or not perfectly concealing schemes can be based upon any quantum one-way function.
Although we assumed in this paper a perfect quantum channel, our construction should also work with noisy quantum transmission [3] . It would be nice to provide the analysis for this general case.
